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Science motivation

(T 0ν
1/2)
−1 = G0ν |M0ν |2 〈mββ〉

2

m2
e

with 〈mββ〉 = effective electron neutrino mass

〈mββ〉 ≡ |Ue1|2m1 + |Ue2|2m2eiφ 2 + |Ue3|2m3eiφ3

mi =masses of the neutrino mass eigenstates
Uei =elements of the neutrino mixing matrix

eiφ2 and eiφ2 the relative CP phases

→ information on the absolute mass scale!

GERDA Phase I Bound

GERDA Phase II Goal

• Phase I result: BI ∼ 10−2 cts/(keV kg yr) and ∼ 20 kg yr exposure
→ limit on 〈mee〉 between 0.2 and 0.4 eV

• Phase II goal: BI ∼ 10−3 cts/(keV kg yr) and 100 kg yr exposure
→ sensitivity on 〈mee〉 ∼ 100 meV
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On the way to GERDA Phase II

How to get a higher sensitivity for the Phase II:
• Understand background sources and reduce radiation sources
• Improve background rejection
• Increase mass

Strategy:
• Transition currently ongoing at LNGS
• Increase mass: additional 30 enriched BEGe detectors (about 20 kg)
• Suppress background contamination by a factor of 10 w.r.t. GERDA Phase I:

• Use BEGes with Pulse-Shape Analysis for high background
recognition efficiency

• Use LAr scintillation light for background recognition and rejection
• Use lower background Signal and HV cables w.r.t. Phase I
• Use lower background Very Front End electronics w.r.t. Phase I

• Minimize material around sources and special care in crystal production
• Start commissioning in Autumn 2013 - Spring 2014
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Phase II BEGe detectors
Broad Energy Germanium detectors allow

a highly efficient discrimination of the background:GERDA phase II: BEGe detectors 
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Powerful Pulse Shape Discrimination (PSD)!  

See more in talk of A.Lazzaro [HK 66.6] 

Simulated pulses  taken from (JINST), 6 (2011) P03005 

Discriminate between Single-site and Multi-site events

Bck reduction and events identification

• Gran Sasso æ Suppression of
µ-flux> 106

• Material screening
• Passive shield (H2O - LAr - Cu)
• Muon veto

• Detector anticoincidence
(presently done)

• Pulse-shape analysis (possible)
• LAr scintillation (R&D) (for Phase II)

SSE: ——, DEP MSE: Compton
Pulse-shape analysis

e signal: single site energy deposition
“ signal: multiple site energy deposition
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GERDA detectors

• Phase I: p-type closed-end coaxial

• Phase II: p-type, BEGe (broad energy germanium)

• n+ conductive Li layer, separated by a groove from the boron 
implanted p+ contact

• Signal structure allows to distinguish between single site 
events (SSE) = signal-like and multiple site events (MSE) = 
background-like

4

Table 1 Main parameters for the HPGe detectors employed in the Gerda experiment: isotopic abundance of the isotope
76Ge, f76, total mass M , active mass Mact, active volume fraction fav and the thickness of the e↵ective n+ dead layer, ddl.

detector f76 M Mact(�Mact) fav(�favt) ddl

g g mm

enriched coaxial detectors

ANG 1 †) 0.859(29) 958 795(50) 0.830(52) 1.8(5)
ANG 2 0.866(25) 2833 2468(145) 0.871(51) 2.3(7)
ANG 3 0.883(26) 2391 2070(136) 0.866(57) 1.9(7)
ANG 4 0.863(13) 2372 2136(135) 0.901(57) 1.4(7)
ANG 5 0.856(13) 2746 2281(132) 0.831(48) 2.6(6)
RG 1 0.855(15) 2110 1908(125) 0.904(59) 1.5(7)
RG 2 0.855(15) 2166 1800(115) 0.831(53) 2.3(7)
RG 3 †) 0.855(15) 2087 1868(113) 0.895(54) 1.4(7)

enriched BEGe detectors

GD32B 0.877(13) 717 638(19) 0.890(27) 1.0(2)
GD32C 0.877(13) 743 677(22) 0.911(30) 0.8(3)
GD32D 0.877(13) 723 667(19) 0.923(26) 0.7(2)
GD35B 0.877(13) 812 742(24) 0.914(29) 0.8(3)
GD35C †) 0.877(13) 635 575(20) 0.906(32) 0.8(3)

natural coaxial detectors

GTF 32 †) 0.078(1) 2321 2251(116) 0.97(5) 0.4(8)
GTF 45 †) 0.078(1) 2312
GTF 112 0.078( 1) 2965

†) not used in this analysis

LAr at a distance of about 30 cm from the top of the
detector array. The analog signals are digitized by 100
MHz FADCs.

All eight of the reprocessed coaxial germanium de-
tectors from the HdM and the Igex experiments [4,5]
were deployed on November 9 2011, together with three
detectors with natural isotopic abundance. A schematic
drawing of the coaxial detector type is shown in Fig. 3,
top. Two enriched detectors (ANG 1 and RG 3) devel-
oped high leakage currents soon after the start of data
taking and were not considered in the analysis. RG 2
was taking data for about one year before it also had to
be switched o↵ due to an increase of its leakage current.
In July 2012, two of the coaxial HPGE detectors with
natural isotopic abundance, low background GTF 32
and GTF 45, were replaced by five enriched Broad En-
ergy Germanium (BEGe) detectors, which follow the
Phase II design of Gerda (see Fig. 3, bottom). The ge-
ometries and thus the pulse shape properties of the two
types of detectors di↵er. One of these BEGe detectors
(GD35C) showed instabilities during data taking and
was not used for further analysis. The most relevant
properties of all the germanium detectors are compiled
in Table 1. Note, that the numbers for dead layers ddl

are to be interpreted as e↵ective values.

2.2 Known inventory from screening

The hardware components close to the detectors and
the components of the suspension system have been

Fig. 3 Schematic sketch of a coaxial HPGe detector (top)
and a BEGe detector (bottom) with their di↵erent surfaces
and dead layers (drawings not to scale).
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nally a fraction of 0.91 ± 0.05 is obtained. It agrees well
with ✏0⌫�� = 0.92 ± 0.02.

3.4 PSD summary for BEGe detectors

Due to their small area p+ contact BEGe detectors of-
fer a powerful pulse shape discrimination between 76Ge
0⌫�� signal events of localized energy deposition and
background events from multiple interactions in the de-
tector or energy deposition on the surface.

The parameter A/E constitutes a simple discrimi-
nation variable with a clear physical interpretation al-
lowing a robust PSD analysis. The characteristics of
this quantity have been studied for several years and
are applied for the first time in a 0⌫�� analysis. 228Th
data taken once per week are used to calibrate the per-
formance of A/E and to correct for the observed time
drifts and small energy dependencies. The whole proce-
dure of the PSD analysis was verified using 2⌫�� events
from 76Ge recorded during physics data taking.

The chosen cut accepts a fraction of 0.92 ± 0.02
of 0⌫�� events and rejects 33 out of 40 events in a
400 keV wide region around Q�� (excluding the cen-
tral 8 keV blinded window). The latter is compatible
with the expectation given our background composition
and PSD rejection. The background index is reduced to
(0.007+0.004

�0.002) cts/(keV·kg·yr).
Applying the PSD cut to 2⌫�� events results in an

estimated 0⌫�� signal survival fraction of 0.91 ± 0.05
that agrees very well with the value extracted from DEP
and simulations.

4 Pulse shape discrimination for semi-coaxial
detectors

In the current Phase I analysis, three independent pulse
shape selections have been performed for the semi-coaxial
detectors. They use very di↵erent techniques but it turns
out that they identify a very similar set of events as
background. The neural network analysis will be used
for the 0⌫�� analysis while the other two (likelihood
classification and PSD selection based on the pulse asym-
metry) serve as cross checks.

All methods optimize the event selection for every
detector individually. They divide the data into di↵er-
ent periods according to the noise performance. Two
detectors (ANG 1 and RG 3) had high leakage current
soon after the deployment. The analyses discussed here
consider therefore only the other six coaxial detectors.

4.1 Pulse shape selection with a neural network

The entire current pulse or - to be more precise - the
rising part of the charge pulse is used in the neural
network analysis. The following steps are performed to
calculate the input parameters:

– baseline subtraction using the recorded pulse infor-
mation in the 80 µs before the trigger. If there is
a slope in the baseline due to pile up, the event is
rejected. This selection e↵ects practically only cali-
bration data,

– smoothing of the pulse with a moving window aver-
aging of 80 ns integration time,

– normalization of the maximum pulse height to one
to remove the energy dependence,

– determination of the times when the pulse reaches
1, 3, 5, ..., 99% of the full height. The time when
the pulse height reaches A1= 50 % serves as refer-
ence. Due to the 100 MHz sampling frequency, a
(linear) interpolation is required between two time
bins to determine the corresponding time points (see
Fig. 13).

The resulting 50 timing informations of each charge
pulse are used as input to an artificial neutral network
analyses. The TMVA toolkit implemented in ROOT [26]
o↵ers an interface for easy processing and evaluation.
The selected algorithm TMlpANN [27] is based on mul-
tilayer perceptions. Two hidden layers with 51 and 50
neurons are used. The method is based on the so called
“supervised learning” algorithm.

Calibration data are used for training. DEP events
in the interval 1593 keV ±1·FWHM serve as proxy for
SSE while events of the full energy line of 212Bi in
the equivalent interval around 1621 keV are dominantly
MSE and are taken as background sample. Fig. 14 shows
as an example of the separation power the distribution
of the time of 5 % and 81 % pulse height for the two
event classes. Note that both event classes are not pure
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Fig. 13 Example physics data pulses for SSE and MSE
candidate events. The determination of the input parameters
for the TMVA algorithms is shown for pulse heights A1 and
A2.
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Fig. 2 Candidate pulse traces taken from BEGe data for a SSE (top left), MSE (top right), p+ electrode event (bottom left)
and n+ surface event (bottom right). The maximal charge pulse amplitudes are set equal to one for normalization and current
pulses have equal integrals. The current pulses are interpolated.

comes high enough to result in a significant recombina-
tion probability. Due to the slow nature of the di↵usion
compared to the charge carrier drift in the active vol-
ume, the rise time of signals from interactions in this
region is increased. This causes a ballistic deficit loss
in the energy reconstruction. The latter might be fur-
ther reduced by recombination of free charges near the
outer surface. The pulse integration time for A is ⇠100
times shorter than the one for energy causing an even
stronger ballistic deficit and leading to a reduced A/E

ratio. This is utilized to identify � particles penetrat-
ing through the n+ layer [19]. The bottom right trace
of Fig. 2 shows a candidate event.

A pulse shape discrimination based on A/E has
been developed in preparation for Phase II. It is applied
here and has been tested extensively before through ex-
perimental measurements both with detectors operated
in vacuum cryostats [16] and in liquid argon [20,21,22]
as well as through pulse-shape simulations [15].

For double beta decay events, bremsstrahlung of
electrons can reduce A and and results in a low side
tail of the A/E distribution while events close to the
p+ electrode cause a tail on the high side. Thus the
PSD survival probability of double beta decay is <1.

2.2 Semi-coaxial detectors

For semi-coaxial detectors, the weighting field also peaks
at the p+ contact but the gradient is lower and hence
a larger part of the volume is relevant for the current

signal. Fig. 3 shows examples of current pulses from lo-
calized energy depositions. These simulations have been
performed using the software described in Refs. [15,23].
For energy depositions close to the n+ surface (at ra-
dius 38 mm in Fig. 3) only holes contribute to the signal
and the current peaks at the end. In contrast, for sur-
face p+ events close to the bore hole (at radius 6 mm)
the current peaks earlier in time. This behavior is com-
mon to BEGe detectors. Pulses in the bulk volume show
a variety of di↵erent shapes since electrons and holes
contribute. Consequently, A/E by itself is not a useful
variable for coaxial detectors. Instead three significantly
di↵erent methods have been investigated. The main one
uses an artificial neural network to identify single site
events; the second one relies on a likelihood method to
discriminate between SSE like events and background
events; the third is based on the correlation between
A/E and the pulse asymmetry visible in Fig 3.

2.3 Pulse shape calibration

Common to all methods and for both detector types
is the use of calibration data, taken once per week, to
test the performance and – in case of pattern recog-
nition programs – to train the algorithm. The 228Th
calibration spectrum contains a peak at 2614.5 keV
from the 208Tl decay. The double escape peak (DEP, at
1592.5 keV) of this line is used as proxy for SSE while
full energy peaks (FEP, e.g. at 1620.7 keV) or the single
escape peak (SEP, at 2103.5 keV) are dominantly MSE.
The disadvantage of the DEP is that the distribution
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PSD on Phase II BEGe detectors
A/E parameter allows to separate SSE events from MSE, n+ and p+ events

TAUP, Sept. 8.-13. 2013, Asilomar, California USA B. Majorovits for the GERDA collaboration
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MSE

SSE bandMSE + n+ surface 
events

p+ events

D. Budjas et al., JINST 4 P10007 (2009)

M. Agostini

 

et al., JINST 6P03005 (2011)

GERDA phase II principles: BEGe
 

detectors
“Intelligent detectors”: Recognize surface & MSE events:

42K suppression methods studied in LARGE 

8 Dušan  Budjáš  (TUM) 

Step2: reject the remaining 42K background via PSD 

A/E 

A/E 

A 

A 

A/E A 

D. Budjas et al, JINST 4 P10007 (2009)
M. Agostini et al., JINST 6P03005 (2011)
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PSD on Phase II BEGe detectors
Most dominant background from 42K near n+ contact (different pulses with low A/E)

3.3 Pulse Shape Discrimination Analysis212

Signal events have a di↵erent topology with respect to a large part of the background events. Due to213

the limited range of the electrons in Ge (about few mm), the two 0⌫�� electrons release their energy in214

a well localized space area inside the detectors. For that reason this type of events are so called Single215

Site Events (SSE). A large part of the background in the region of interest are � induced and they usually216

perform various distinct interactions inside the detector material, and their interaction vertexes can be up217

to several centimeter apart. This type of events are called Multi-Site-Events (MSE). This di↵erent topology218

is usually registered in the rising part of the recorded signal and the distinction can be facilitated by the219

particular electric field inside the detector. The procedure of selecting SSE from MSE is called Pulse Shape220

Discrimination (PSD) analysis. In Gerda, two di↵erent PSD methods were used: one optimized for the221

BEGe detectors and the other for the coaxial diodes. Concerning BEGes, the energy E of the event (equal to222

the maximum of the charge pulse) and then the maximum A of the current pulse are measured. The current223

is measured di↵erentiating the charge pulse. Then the ratio A/E is built and used as a PSD variable [44, 45].224

The physical justification of such variable stays on the specific weighting potential electric gradient present225

in this type of detector and from the fact that usually only holes contributes to the signal reaching the226

readout electrode. An application of this simple idea is shown in Fig. 8. In the top left plot a pulse trace227

for a SSE event is shown with its current pulse superimposed. For a SSE in the bulk detector an almost228

Gaussian distribution of A/E is expected with a width dominated by the noise of the readout electronics.229

Everything is calibrated in order to rescale the mean of the A/E distribution for SSE at an unity arbitrary230

value. The situation for a MSE event is depicted in the top right plot of the same figure: in such case the231

A/E value is below unity. Examples of p+ electrode and n+ surface events are shown in the bottom and left232

plots of Fig. 8, respectively. These kind of events are e↵ectively rejected because in the first case the A/E233

value is above unity, while in the the other example is below 1.234
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Figure 8: Examples of pulses traces taken from SSE data (top left), MSE (top right), p+ electrode event
(bottom left) and n+ surface event (bottom right). The pulses traces are normalized in order to have the
maximum of the charge pulse equal to one, current pulses have equal integrals. From [23].

The A/E method performances were determined using calibration data. A 228Th calibration spectrum235

contains a line at 2614.5 keV from 214Tl decays, a double escape peak (DEP) at 1592.5 keV dominated by236

SSE, while the full energy peak (FEP) at 1620.7 keV or the single escape peak (SEP) at 2103.5 keV, are237
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TAUP, Sept. 8.-13. 2013, Asilomar, California USA B. Majorovits for the GERDA collaboration
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arXiv:1307.2610 

Experimental verification of 42K n+ surface event 
recognition by GERDA phase I data

GERDA phase II principles: BEGe
 

detectors

Experimental evidence of efficient 42K rejection by PSD on GERDA Phase I data
The GERDA Collaboration, The European Physics Journal C, in press
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Liquid Argon instrumentation for Phase II
PMT LAr instrumentation studies for Phase II in LArGe (a smaller GERDA facility)

Different possible hardware configurations:
• SiPM fiber curtain
• PMTs on top and bottom of the array
• Hybrid solution
• Meshed copper shroud around strings
• Transparent mini-shroud
• VM2000 coated mini-shroud with large

area SiPMs between detectors
TAUP, Sept. 8.-13. 2013, Asilomar, California USA B. Majorovits for the GERDA collaboration
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Simulations for
 

LAr
 

instrumentations
Different possibilities simulated:

•SiPM fibre

•PMTs 

•„Hybrid“
 

solution

•Meshed copper shroud around strings

•Transparent mini shrouds

•VM2000 coated mini shroud with 
large area SiPMs between detectors
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Liquid Argon

Signal Background

128 nm 
scintillation light

To light detector
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Background for GERDA Phase II

Background suppression measurements with PMT veto
and different possible configurations

TAUP, Sept. 8.-13. 2013, Asilomar, California USA B. Majorovits for the GERDA collaboration
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LAr
 

instrumentation measurements
First measurements with different configurations in LArGe show:
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Conclusions

• GERDA Phase I/Phase II transition currently ongoing
• On the way to improve GERDA sensitivity:

• Increase mass:
• 30 additional BEGes (∼ 20 kg)
• already produced and completely tested in Hades (Belgium)
• BEGe detectors already tested in the real environment in the Phase I

• Suppress background by a factor of 10 w.r.t. Phase I:
• Very efficient Pulse-Shape Discrimination for background recognition
• Liquid Argon veto by detecting scintillation light
• HV cable and VFE electronics with lower background

• New lock system for the detector deployment into the cryostat
• Many important contributions from the GERDA Italian groups (Padova, Milano

Bicocca and LNGS) on BEGe characterization, VFE electronics, data processing,
MC simulations, data analysis

• Commissioning foreseen in Autumn 2013 - Spring 2014
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